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Abstract. Here we present a robust, stable and low-noise experimental set-up for performing electrochemical detection on a centrifugal microfluidic platform. By using a low-noise electronic component (electrical slip-ring) it is possible to achieve continuous, on-line monitoring of electrochemical experiments, even when the microfluidic disc is spinning at high velocities. Automated sample handling is achieved by designing a microfluidic system to release analyte sequentially, utilizing on-disc passive valving. In addition, the microfluidic system is designed to trap and keep the liquid sample stationary during analysis. In this way it is possible to perform cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements at varying spin speeds, without altering the electrochemical response. This greatly simplifies the interpretation and quantification of data. Finally, real-time and continuous monitoring of an entire electrochemical experiment, including all intermediate sample handling steps, is demonstrated by amperometric detection of on-disc mixing of analytes (PBS and ferricyanide).

1 Introduction

The Lab-on-a-Disc, or centrifugal microfluidic platform, has attracted a lot of attention in the last 20 years, as the principle of the inherent centrifugal pumping and small footprint gives the prospect of a simple to use platform suitable for point-of-care (POC) devices. While conventional Lab-on-a-Chip systems are usually based on external pumping, Lab-on-a-Disc platforms are designed for handling liquids at the micro- and nanoscale by simply employing centrifugal forces, generated by rotating the microfluidic disc at given rotational speeds.1-6 The microfluidic systems are designed to move the liquid by the pressures generated by suitable combinations between centrifugal, Coriolis and Eulerian forces. Thus, all sample handling and preparation steps are performed on-disc by simply programming a spinning motor, in terms of spinning speed, acceleration and deceleration, as well as the direction of the spinning (clock- or counterclockwise). Even though the first examples of centrifugally driven analytic tools date back to the sixties,7-9 the current interest and high level of activity in the field was pioneered by Madou and Kellogg in 1998.10 Since then, several research groups have managed to develop on-disc sample handling and detection into fully integrated systems capable of processing complex samples (such as whole-blood), and providing quantitative detection output.11-13
Detection of analyte in these applications usually relies on an optical read-out, either using photo-diodes and detectors, or more advanced set-ups, capable of performing real-time microscopy operations on the spinning disc.\textsuperscript{14,15} Compared to the optical techniques typically used on Lab-on-a-Disc devices, electrochemical detection offers several advantages. For instance, the microfluidic disc does not need to be fabricated in costly optical grade materials, and since electrochemical reactions are only perturbing the immediate vicinity of the electrode-electrolyte interface, electrochemical detection is almost unaffected by the dimensions of the detection chamber. Furthermore, the miniaturization of the system and the electrode geometry from millimeter to micrometer scale is improving the performance of the system by decreasing some of the unwanted effects, e.g. bulk analyte resistance (denoted iR) and capacitive charging of the electric double layer (non-Faradaic currents).\textsuperscript{16}

Within the Lab-on-a-Chip systems field, extensive work has been done in integrating electrochemical detection.\textsuperscript{17–21} However, despite the previously mentioned advantages of having electric contact to a microfluidic system, only few examples of centrifugal microfluidic platforms interfaced with electrical connections have been reported in the literature.\textsuperscript{22–26} These examples are based on one of two different options: either they use the centrifugal microfluidic system solely for sample pre-treatment without connecting the electrodes to the rotating platform (then connecting a potentiostat afterwards),\textsuperscript{25,26} or they use an electrical component designed for transferring the electrical signal to (and from) the stationary readout to the rotating parts.\textsuperscript{22–24} The last approach typically involves the use of carbon brushes sliding across a metal ring (usually copper or silver). A disadvantage of this approach is that, as these components wear out over time, the conductivity/resistance of the stationary-rotating joint changes. Furthermore, this rudimentary method for transferring electrical currents usually introduces significant electrical noise and instabilities in the measuring performances.\textsuperscript{27–29} However, even with these limitations, Abi-Samra and colleagues have recently reported the benefits of combining electrochemical detection with centrifugal microfluidics using small electrode chips inserted in a polymer disc.\textsuperscript{24} In their work a centrifugally induced continuous flow is used to enhance the signal in a chronoamperometric measurement, with the aim of realizing a fully automated ELISA, based on electrochemical detection.\textsuperscript{24} So far the measurements have been limited to amperometry and on-line electrochemical detection during mixing and/or sequential release of analytes have not been demonstrated.

In this work we present a new approach for achieving electric contact to the spinning disc, where on-disc electrodes are interfaced to a stationary detection system using a compact, noise-free, mercury-based electrical slip-ring.\textsuperscript{30,31} This component works similarly to a conventional slip-ring (carbon or metal brush sliding against a metal ring), but with the key difference that the electrical current is transferred through liquid mercury instead
of the brush/ring interface. By separating the spinning control from the electric interface to the on-disc electrodes, it is possible to achieve electrochemical measurements with very low electrical noise, using this slip-ring. Furthermore, the electrodes are batch fabricated directly on glass wafers facilitating fast and simple fabrication as well as easy assembly of the system. The system is used to perform cyclic voltammetry (CV) at varying spin speeds. Sample handling is integrated on the disc and amperometric measurements are performed on-line during sequential release and subsequent mixing of analytes.

Our approach paves the way for more sensitive on-disc measurements, without the need for elaborate microfluidic systems to enhance electrochemical signal, while maintaining the possibility of on-line measuring during rotation. For instance, the platform could be used to measure under continuous mixing,\textsuperscript{32,33} during intermediate steps of syphon valving,\textsuperscript{34} or for electrochemical titration measurements.\textsuperscript{35,36}

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Electrochemical probe and applied techniques

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. For the CV measurements, a 10 mM potassium ferro- and potassium ferricyanide solution was prepared by dissolving the corresponding salts directly in PBS buffer. Chronoamperometric measurements were based on the reduction of ferricyanide to ferrocyanide, using a 10 mM ferricyanide solution, with PBS as supporting electrolyte. Potassium ferro-/ferricyanide is a reversible, 1-electron electrochemical system, which is easily identified using the standard criteria/requirements of a reversible electrochemical reaction, and therefore often used as a model system for demonstrating electrochemical principles.\textsuperscript{37} All measurements were done by pipetting the ferro-/ferricyanide solutions and the control solution (pure PBS buffer) to the inlet reservoirs on the disc. The microfluidic system was then used to adding the chemicals sequentially to the electrode arrays.

2.2 Experimental setup and procedures

The system consists of 5 components, Fig. 1(b, i-v): Spinning motor, a bottom holder to support the microfluidic disc, microfluidic disc with embedded microelectrodes, a custom-made plug, and an electrical slip-ring (Mercotac 430, dynamic resistance < 1 mΩ). The microfluidic disc with electrodes was loaded with analyte and mounted on top of the bottom holder, fastened to the spinning motor. To connect the electrodes to the rotating part of the electrical slip-ring a custom made plug with gold plated spring contacts (Mill-Max Mfg. Corp., Oyster Bay, NY, USA) was fabricated. The slip-ring and plug were held in place on top of the disc by three metal pins, and clamped in place with the 3D printed holder (red polymer) seen at the top of the assembly.
in Fig. 1(c). The potentiostat (CH Instruments, model 660c) was connected to the stationary part of the electrical slip-ring. The spinning motor was programmed to inject the solutions in the detection chamber, achieved by applying increasingly higher rotational speeds.

Spin-stand and controller A programmable closed-loop stepper motor (Oriental Motors, model ASX66A-1) was used for actuating the rotation. Since the sample handling is achieved by simply changing the spin-rate of the microfluidic platform, the motor unit allows for autonomous, stand-alone operation by pre-programming rotating speeds in the motor controller. In this work the sample-handling consisted of adding three different solutions to the same chamber for detection, and was achieved by programming the motor to spin for 10 seconds to add the different solutions, followed by a 100 seconds pause for the measurement. The spin-stop pattern was then repeated at increasing spin-rates (1st addition at 600 RPM (rounds per minute), 2nd at 720 RPM and 3rd at 840 RPM).

Design and fabrication of the electrodes In order to interface the on-chip electrodes with the potentiostat (via the electrical slip-ring), the contact pads were positioned at the center of the disc (Fig. 1(a) & 2). The electrode setup was designed to work in a 3-electrode configuration (working electrode (WE), counter electrode (CE) and a gold pseudo-reference electrode (Au pseudo-RE)). To reduce the amount of disc space needed for contacting the electrodes, all counter electrodes were connected through a common contact point. All voltammograms are given with respect to the on-chip gold reference.
The electrodes were defined using an image reversal photolithography processes (photoresist AZ5214E from Micro-Chemicals GmbH, Ulm, Germany) on quartz wafer followed by metal deposition through electron beam evaporation (10 nm Ti adhesion layer and 150 nm Au layer) and lift-off in acetone. The passivation layer of 300 nm silicon nitride (SiNx) was deposited to the entire wafer by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The active electrode areas and the contact pads were re-exposed by a second photolithography step followed by reactive ion etching of the SiNx. 38

Fabrication & assembly of microfluidic discs The microfluidic discs were fabricated by sandwiching a quartz wafer patterned with metal electrodes, with a microfluidic system fabricated in PMMA, (Fig. 1(a) & 2(a)). A piece of pressure sensitive adhesive tape (ARcare 90106 from Adhesive Research, Ireland) was structured using laser ablation (Epilog Mini 18, 30 W from Epilog, USA) and laminated on top of the quartz wafer to bond the two parts. Microfluidic structures and electrodes were designed using CAD software. The microfluidic part was fabricated using CNC tools (300 µm to 2 mm diameter end-mills and a 2 mm drill). The microfluidic system consisted of three inlet vials, connected to a common detection chamber, in which the electrochemical measurement took place (see Fig. 5(i-iv)). The fluid control was achieved through capillary burst valves (CBV). Briefly, a CBV is a sudden expansion in the width of the microfluidic channel. By optimizing the dimensions and angle of the expansion to the contact angle of the solution, an effective valving mechanism can be achieved. 39,40 The CBVs were then designed to empty the three inlet chambers sequentially by increasing the spin-rate, thus enabling automated sample handling, without the need for external equipment (e.g. laser-assisted active valving, pneumatic valves, etc.). Several test discs (not interfaced with the electrodes/quartz wafers) were prepared for developing and optimizing sample-handling properties and valve bursting frequencies of the microfluidic system.
FIG. 2 (a) Overview of the finished disc with indications of electrical contact points and position of the electrodes used in the experiments. The gold arches served no electrical purpose, but was there to enhance the critical lift-off process of the gold during the fabrication. The insert shows an optical image of the electrodes, and the opening in the passivation layer can be seen as a dark area on working and counter electrode. The reference electrode is also only exposed at the circular area at the end of the wire. (b) Demonstration of the mechanism for connecting the custom made plug to the disc. Three metal pins, connected to the topside of the disc, fits holes in the plug. As the plug is squeezed down to the surface of the disc, the three gold-plated spring pins on the underside of the plug are put in contact with the 3 contact pads on the disc, WE, RE & CE, seen in Fig. 2(a).

3 Results and Discussion

In order to evaluate the performance of the system two characterization steps were implemented, followed by a demonstration of the on-line monitoring: 1) Stationary (without applied rotation) electrochemical characterization of the on-disc microelectrodes. 2) Characterization of the electrodes and electrochemical system during centrifugation. 3) Demonstration of automated sample handling by using the on-disc microfluidic system to mix electrolyte with buffer.

3.1 Stationary electrochemical characterization of the on-disc microelectrodes

Figure 3 shows a series of voltammograms of 10 mM potassium ferro- and potassium ferricyanide at varying scan-rates from 50 to 250 mV/s (Fig. 3(a)) and the analysis of the peak current in relation to the square root of scan-rate (Fig. 3(b)). The voltammograms are symmetric with respect to the anodic and cathodic peak currents, and the peak potential separation ($\Delta E_p$) is almost constant for all scan rates (192 ($\pm$31) mV). Additionally, Fig. 3(b) shows that the peak currents are changing linearly as a function of the square-root of the scan-rate. These are evidences of a quasi-reversible redox behavior. The $\Delta E_p$ is ~3 times higher than the
theoretical limit of 59 mV for a totally reversible electrochemical system, which is likely due to long and thin leads from the WE to the electrical contacts causing increased resistance in the microfabricated electrodes, and hence resulting in increased \( \Delta E_p \). This is further supported by comparing the \( \Delta E_p \) found here with \( \Delta E_p \) found in previous studies that used the same electrode design, but had significantly shorter leads in the chip design.\(^{38,41}\)

Then, in the case of shorter thin film leads, the potential peak separations reported is around 90-100 mV. The relatively high peak separation observed here is not problematic as long as the electrodes are behaving reproducibly, and the redox potentials of the compounds subject for detection are not overlapping in this potential window. However, should there be a need for distinguishing compounds with very similar redox properties, then the potential peak separation should be improved. One simply way to achieve this could be to reduce the resistance in the leads by depositing a thicker layer of gold during the sputter deposition.

![Graph](image)

**FIG. 3** (a) An example of a series of voltammograms obtained at varying scan-rates from 50 mV/s to 250 mV/s (potentials versus Au pseudo-RE). (b) Plot of the anodic and cathodic peak currents as a function of the square-root of the scan-rate. The error bars represent the standard deviation of three different sets of electrodes from the same disc.

### 3.2 Applying centrifugation: Characterization of the electrodes and electrochemical system

Figure 4(a) shows an overlay of voltammograms of 10 mM potassium ferro- and potassium ferricyanide at a 100 mV/s scan-rate. The voltammograms are obtained from a single set of electrodes, with the centrifugal microfluidic disc spinning from 0 to 600 RPM. It can be observed that the electrochemical measurements are only marginally perturbed by the centrifugation. This is further verified by plotting the measured peak currents as a function of the spinning speed (Fig. 4(b)), which shows very little deviation between recorded data (black diamonds) and the mean (dashed line). The error bars show the standard deviation of the mean, obtained from 3 sets of electrodes.
FIG. 4 (a) Overlay of a series of voltammograms, obtained at spin-rates ranging from 0 to 600 RPM (Potentials versus Au pseudo-RE). (b) Plot of the anodic peak potential as a function of the spin-rate of the disc. The error bars show the standard deviation of the mean from three different sets of electrodes.

3.3 On-line measurements during sample handling

Chronoamperometry was used for demonstrating the sample-handling and on-line measuring capabilities of the centrifugal microfluidic system. The detection was based on the reduction of potassium ferricyanide to potassium ferrocyanide by applying a potential of -200 mV with respect to the gold pseudo reference (Au RE). The three inlet chambers were filled with solution (either 10 mM potassium ferricyanide or PBS) and the spinning motor was programmed to add liquids sequentially. Each addition was achieved by spinning the disc at the rotating velocities necessary for bursting the three different capillary valves (600 RPM, 720 RPM and 840 RPM). After each valve burst, the system stops rotating for running the amperometric measurements. While it has been proved to be possible to perform the experiment with the disc continuously spinning, a set of experiments have been designed to compare the mixing evaluated quantitatively with amperometry and an optically calculated mixing. In order to limit the imaging errors due to reflection and exposure fluctuations on the imaging during rotation, both amperometric measurements and optical imaging measurements were performed with a static system configuration.

Fig. 5(a) illustrates the sample handling and mixing procedure, consisting of 3 steps. 1) The first injection (red color, Fig. 5(a)-(ii)) adds the first liquid in the chamber. 2) The second addition (yellow, Fig. 5(a)-(iii)) mixes the second liquid with the first one. 3) The washing step (green, Fig. 5(a)-(iv)) flushes the two previous mixed solutions completely. For the electrochemical mixing experiments (example shown in Fig. 5(b), red curve) the first inlet chamber was filled with PBS while the second and third inlet chamber were loaded with 10 mM ferricyanide. Since the content of the first chamber mixes with the second (Fig. 5(a)-(iii)), the exact concentration of the analyte at the electrode surface is unknown. However, the concentration can be derived by
use of a calibration curve based on known concentrations of potassium ferricyanide (10 µM to 10 mM, see Fig. S8 in supplementary material) and from here the concentration is determined to be 6.2 ±1.0 mM (average ± st. dev., n=6). To test the reliability of the system the third inlet chamber was also filled with 10 mM potassium ferricyanide, and the current level at 100 seconds after addition is compared with the corresponding current from the calibration curve, shown with the dashed line. A good concentration correspondence is observed.

Figure 5(c) illustrates a comparison of mixing quantification using amperometry and optical imaging. The optical imaging measurements were performed using the same microfluidic system and method as just described for the amperometric detection, but using ink and water, instead of the electrolyte, for optically verifying the mixing. Series of images was recorded during the mixing procedure, followed by an analysis the area of the pictures corresponding to the position of the electrodes. For the analysis we extracted the standard deviation (uniformity) and mean value (stoichiometry) of the light intensity distribution (RBG picture converted to grayscale) at the electrode area. The standard deviation shows how the uniformity is changing as the mixing progresses over time, and from this it was found that the mixing was completed within ~20 seconds (see Fig. S5 in supplementary material). The mean value at the end of the mixing experiment was used to determine how much of each solution was present at the end of the mixing procedure, and this value was used to derive the mixing percentages used in Fig. 5(c), to compare with the electrochemically determined mixing percentages. The results show a good correlation between the two methods, with difference in the order of 12%, indicating that the electrochemical method is indeed a quite robust technique to quantify dilution of electrochemically active compounds. The standard deviation over six different experiments show a similar behavior when using image analysis and amperometry (Fig. 5(c)). Additionally, these experiments show that the microfluidic system favors the second of the two solutions during the mixing (62% of the secondly added solution, as determined by amperometry, 71% by image analysis). Apart from simple statistical fluctuations, the 12% discrepancy found between these two mixing values could also be explained by a number of other factors. Especially differences in the liquid properties, such as surface tension, ionic content and viscosity, in the two different solvent systems used here (ferricyanide/PBS & ink/water), could potentially have a significant effect on microfluidic sample handling.

**Noise levels** The concentrations of potassium ferricyanide used for these experiments are in the mM regime, and thus relatively high. However, ferricyanide concentrations as low as 10 µM were easily detected (corresponding to a current after 100s of 1.70 nA). Furthermore, the noise-level of a stationary amperometric measurement was found to be 5.7 pA (1 standard deviation, amperometric measurement at -200 mV, PBS
(blank/control)). With applied spinning, and accounting for the cyclic contribution from the rotation rate, the noise level increases to 24.9 pA. This noise value is roughly 5 times higher compared to that of a stationary measurement. However, it is still several orders of magnitudes smaller than the signal (2 orders of magnitude), suggesting that the system is capable of detecting very small quantities, even while the disc is spinning.

![Diagram](image)

**FIG. 5** (a) Demonstration of the sequential microfluidic addition of reagents by rotating the microfluidic system at the indicated rotational velocities. (b) Example of an amperometric experiment - reduction of ferricyanide, applied potential is -200 mV (versus Au pseudo-RE) - showing the mixing capabilities of the microfluidic system. For each addition (ii–iv) the disc is spun for 10 seconds, followed by 100 seconds at zero rotational speed for performing the amperometric measurement. The sequence of the liquids injections in the mixing chamber follows the order shown in Fig. 5a: PBS (ii) is first injected, followed by two additions of 10 mM potassium ferricyanide, (iii) and (iv). (c) Comparison between the electrochemically quantified mixing and optically quantified mixing. The mixing percentage (amount of potassium ferricyanide (secondly added liquid) to PBS (firstly added liquid) after mixing) was measured to be 62 (±10) % and 71 (±12) %, for the electrochemical and optical method respectively (n=6).

4 Conclusions

We have presented a novel approach to combine centrifugal microfluidics with electrochemical detection. By separating the spinning motor from the electric circuitry it was possible to use electrical components featuring extremely low noise while maintaining electrical contact during spinning/sample handling. The microfabricated electrodes have been characterized thoroughly by CV and amperometry. It was demonstrated that the system design allows performing CV both in stationary and in spinning modes, and that spinning the discs does not alter the electrochemical response significantly. Finally, on-disc sample handling and on-line monitoring was demonstrated by a series of experiments based on automated mixing of solutions. The mixing
behavior was quantified electrochemically and optically, showing a good correlation between the two methods.

Current work aims at using the system for diagnostics and environmental monitoring applications.
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